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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

This cast and wrought iron bridge carries Riverside Avenue over the trades
z the Riverside railroad station in Greenwich. A single-span, through doubleintersection Pratt truss, it was originally part of a six-span, double-track
ailroad bridge over the Housatonic River in Stratford. It was designed by Francis
, Lowthrop and built by the Keystone Bridge Company in 1871 for the New York and
ew Haven Railroad. It was replaced in 1884 and in 1894 or 1895, one span was
e-erected at Riverside. The bridge is 163* 0 13/16" long between abutments and
5' 6" wide between truss centers. The roadway is about 22' wide and is about 20*
l:ove the tracks* There is 19* of clearance at the sides and 23 in the center of
he opening.
The 15-panel truss is similar to that commonly called a Whipple truss but it
as vertical instead of inclined end posts. The top chord and uprights are
onipressional members and the diagonals, which run across two panels, are in
ension. The top chord is made up of hollow cast iron tubes, two to a panel,
hich flare to over a foot in diameter where they are joined. The uprights are
inilat, but instead of being joined in the middle they are connected to ribbed
tinctures which have an opening through which the diagonals pass. The diagonals are
ioups groups of wrought iron rods with threaded ends bolted into the connecting
locks. They vary from four rods of 21/8 " diameter at the end panel to two rods of
-' diameter at the eleventh panel. The lower chord consists of eight threaded rods
djacent pair of uprights, except for the end panels, in which a ribbed hollow cast
ron cylinder is substituted, and the panels next to them, which have four rods.
he rods are graduated in diameter from 3" to 1 3/4 w , with the thickest ones in the
enter panel.
The trusses are connected by lattice girders cast in two pieces and by
iogonal tie-rods with turnbuckles. There are elaborately cast curved brackets
butting the crosspiece and uprights, forming an oval portal at each end and at
very third set of uprights. The end posts have finials in the shape of little
abled-roof buildings with spires; some of these are damaged slightly. There is
sidewalk cantilevered out from the east side of the bridge with two wooden
tairways to the platform below.
The bridge abutments are a random ashlar of rough-surfaced brownstone. The
ubstructure of the bridge is not original but dates from about 1925. Plate
irder crossbeams, diagonally braced by angle-iron, carry 6 x 14" stringers upon
hich is laid 4 x 7" diagonal toungue-and-groove planking.
Railroad bridges such as this one were frequently converted to highway use
when train loads exceeded their capacity. The historical value of the Riverside
venue Bridge is increased by its easy accessibility (Riverside Avenue is a major
oad) and by its continued association with the railroad.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Riverside Avenue Bridge is of great importance in the history of
engineering and technology because of its material, form, and manufacture. Bridges
tade predominantly of cast iron are extremely rare today* Few were constructed
liter 1870 because the congressional strength of wrought iron members was finally
Accepted and all-wrought iron bridges became the norm. Moreover, virtually all the
»arly railroad bridges were replaced because of track widening and increased
.ocomotive weight* Most ended up as scrap or like this bridge, were re-erected for
dghway use. The progress of bridge engineering in the 19th century was in part
;he result of improved materials, from wood to cast to wrought iron to steel* It is
raportant that examples of each be preserved, yet only a handful of the cast iron
:pans remain.
The appearance of cast iron trusses is quite distinctive, with the large
:ubular compression members and the box-like junctures. Although it looks like so
.uch plumbing to the modern eye, this bridge, when first erected over the Housatonic
iiver, was considered an aesthetic as well as a technological accomplishment: "at
j little distance it has an appearance of airy lightness and frailty. A nearer
.nspection convinces any one of its permanent and substantial qualities M ^ In the
Victorian mind, the strength of iron and its use in bridges was a sign of material
md moral progress. In this view, the frank functionalisra of the truss itself is
:otally compatible with the lacy ornamental brackets, since both express the "airy
iightness" made possible by iron's inherent strength. The Riverside Avenue Bridge
rreserves for us both the technological and the aesthetic significance of cast
Iron bridges.
The form of the bridge is interesting because it reveals the pther aspect of
i9th century engineering, the increased understanding of statics in bridge design.
>quire Whipple of New York recommended this type of double-intersection truss in
iis Treatise on Bridgebuildinq of 1847 and other engineers employed it frequently,
including J.H. Linville and Francis C. Lowthrop, the designer of this span.
-owthrop knew Whipple*s work, and it is most apparent in the graduation in size of
the diagonals, which recognizes that stress increases toward the ends of the bridge.
mother subtlety is the use of the cast iron cylinders in the lower chord of the
md panels: this is the only part of the lower chord subject to compression only.
-owthrop is best known for a long viaduct (similar in form to this bridge) built
in 1857 near Foglesville, Pennsylvania. Lowthrop patented three improvements on the
mipple truss, two of which are represented in the Riverside bridge: the junctures
it the base of the uprights and the ribbed blocks through which the diagonals pass.
Ohis bridge may be the only remaining work of Lowthrop as well as being the only
surviving example of a cast-iron variant of the Whipple truss.

New York and New Haven Railroad, Handbook (Newburgh, N.Y., 1871).
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a Joint venture of engineer J.H. Linville and Andrew Carnegie. A textbook example
of monopolistic tendencies in the American economy, the Keystone Company achieved
vertical integration by buying Carnegie iron and horizontal integration by
buying up almost all of the smaller bridge-building companies, until as the
American Bridge Company it dominated the field. Thus, the Riverside Avenue
Bridge illustrates the economic as well as the technological evolution of
American bridge building.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The structure itself is owned by the railroad but carries a town road over the
tracks* The property includes the abutments on which the bridge rests*
Presumably, these are the property of the State of Connecticut, which owns the
nearby station*
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